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Featured Application: This work presents great opportunities for the enhancement of THz image
contrast.

Abstract: In this paper, we propose a terahertz (THz) spiral spatial filtering (SSF) imaging method
that can enable image contrast enhancement. The related theory includes three main steps: (1)
the THz image of the target is Fourier transformed to the spatial spectrum distribution; (2) the
spatial spectrum is modulated by a spiral phase at the Fourier plane; (3) the filtered spatial spectrum
is inverse Fourier transformed to the desired THz image. Meanwhile, analytic expression of the
final THz image is derived. Due to the unique nature of the spiral phase, THz image contrast
enhancement can be achieved and verified by various simulated target images with different contrasts.
In our designed THz SSF imaging system, Fourier transform is carried out by the lens, and the spiral
phase is acquired by the spiral phase plate (SPP). Proof-of-principle experiments with three different
types of targets (carved metal letters, a high-density polyethylene (HDPE) piece with a scratch, and a
leaf) were carried out, and the effectiveness of contrast enhancement and edge extraction on the THz
reconstruction images was validated.

Keywords: terahertz imaging; spiral phase; contrast enhancement; edge detection

1. Introduction

For low-contrast amplitude and phase objects, traditional THz imaging methods can-
not obtain terahertz (THz) images with ideal image contrast, which makes the subsequent
edge-detection and feature-recognition stages of image processing difficult [1–5]. Therefore,
developing a new THz imaging method for low-contrast objects is of great importance.
As one of the last mastered frequency ranges of the electromagnetic spectrum, the THz
band provides great potential for modern imaging methods which have been widely ap-
plied in other spectral regions [6–15]. Notably, THz imaging techniques can be applied in
various fields, such as security screening [16,17], non-destructive testing [18–20], biologi-
cal detection [1,21], and data-rata communications [22,23]. The implementation of such
imaging techniques is influenced by various source types with fundamental generation
differences [24]. In addition, spatial filtering imaging is an effective method for optimizing
image quality, which is implemented by inserting a spatial filter in the Fournier plane.
Various optical approaches of spatial filtering imaging have been developed to improve
image resolution, image contrast, and achieve edge enhancement [25–29]. Spiral spatial
filtering (SSF) imaging, as an optical implementation of the edge-enhancing transformation,
offers a vital, convenient tool for edge detection in image processing. Due to the odd
symmetry of the spiral phase, it is a prospective approach to enhance image contrast, not
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only in amplitude objects but also in phase objects [30]. Inspired by the SSF imaging demon-
strated in the visible and infrared range of the electromagnetic spectrum, this technique
can be extended to the THz band and is expected to present great opportunities for the
enhancement of THz image contrast.

SSF imaging originated from radial Hilbert transforms, which was demonstrated by
Davis et al. in 2000 [31]. Subsequently, the theories and experiments related to SSF imaging
developed further. In 2005, Fürhapter et al. applied SSF imaging to light microscopy [32]
and demonstrated that the spiral phase can improve the imaging contrast, with the ex-
periments revealing good image quality. In 2006, Guo et al. proposed a radial Hilbert
transformation with Laguerre–Gaussian spatial filters (LGSF) [33] and demonstrated that
the LGSF possesses various advantages in comparison with the conventional spiral phase.
In 2018, Qiu et al. proposed an imaging method in nonlinear optics using a nonlinear
spatial filter, where the phase objects—using invisible illumination—can be converted into
visible high-contrast images [30]. An early attempt at enhancing THz image contrast was
made in 2001 by Fitzgerald et al. [34]. They proposed THz dark-field imaging based on
the THz time-domain spectrometer (TDS) to enhance image contrast. The THz power was
low in this system and the dark-field imaging resulted in the loss of most of the energy,
which yielded a low signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the THz images. To improve the image
contrast, Linas et al. proposed the Bessel zone plate design based on silicon multi-phase
diffractive optics, which was demonstrated in continuous wave mode at 0.6 THz [35]. De-
spite significant experimental and theoretical progress in this area, SSF imaging at the THz
band is still not satisfactory.

Here, we propose a THz SSF imaging technique that enables contrast enhancement of
the target with low image contrast. THz SSF imaging inherits both the advantages of THz
imaging and SSF imaging simultaneously, which is an effective way to enable THz high-
contrast imaging. In our work, the SSF imaging principle at the THz frequency is analyzed.
Based on such analysis, simulations and experiments were later carried out. From the
simulated imaging results, it is noted that the proposed image technique can effectively
enhance the image contrast of the target. In the experiments, we built a THz SSF imaging
system based on a THz quantum cascade laser (THz-QCL) 4f imaging system. As it is a
light source, the THz-QCL emits a power of 0.3 mW at 3.7 THz. In this 4f imaging system,
a spiral phase plate (SPP) designed from high-density polyethylene (HDPE) at 3.7 THz is
placed in the Fourier plane to obtain the spiral phase information. Carved metal letters, a
HDPE piece with a scratch, and a leaf were tested in the imaging system. Edge extraction
and contrast enhancement were demonstrated perfectly, which is in good agreement with
the theory and simulation results. We believe that this THz imaging technique could pave
the way for edge detection and contrast enhancement in THz imaging.

2. Theory of SSF Imaging

Figure 1 illustrates the schematic of a THz SSF imaging system, which is based on
a 4f imaging system consisting of two convex lenses with the same focal length f. The
target is located at the front focal plane of the first lens, and the detector is located at
the back focal plane of the second lens. As the SPPs have the advantages of high purity
and high conversion efficiency compared to the computational holograms (CHGs) and
the metamaterials, a SPP is chosen and placed at the Fourier plane for generating the
spiral phase.
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Figure 1. Schematic of the terahertz (THz) spiral spatial filtering (SSF) imaging system. A colli-
mated THz beam illustrates the target, then it enters into the 4f imaging system. After passing 
through the spiral phase plate (SPP) in the Fourier plane, the filtered THz beam is received by the 
THz detector finally. 

Assume that a target O(x1, y1) is illuminated by a collimated THz beam, where (x1, y1) 
denotes the Cartesian coordinate of the target plane. After passing through the target, the 
THz electric field located at the back surface of the target can be expressed as E1(x1, y1), 
which can also be called the THz image of the target. 

The lenses in the 4f imaging system play the role of Fourier transform, and the SPP 
acts as a filter that changes the spatial distribution of THz beam at the Fourier plane. In 
the Fourier plane, the THz electric field E2 (x2, y2) can be written as 𝐸 (𝑥 , 𝑦 ) = 𝔽{𝐸 (𝑥 , 𝑦 )}𝐻(𝜌) (1)

where the symbol 𝔽{} represents the Fourier transform, and (x2, y2) denotes the Cartesian 
coordinate of the Fourier plane. H(ρ) is the modulation function of the SPP, and it can be 
expressed as 𝐻(𝜌) = circ 𝜌𝑅 𝑒  (2)
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SPP decays quickly with the radius r, the effective convolution is restricted to nearby sur-
rounding area of each image point. According to the convolution theorem, if the nearby 
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the image point 0. Therefore, the uniform background can be filtered out after the convo-
lution. Instead, the edges between different intensities or phases will be highlighted, and 
the intensity distribution is proportional to the intensity gradient of the original THz im-
age of the target. That is, the image contrast can be enhanced as the image background is 
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Figure 1. Schematic of the terahertz (THz) spiral spatial filtering (SSF) imaging system. A collimated THz beam illustrates
the target, then it enters into the 4f imaging system. After passing through the spiral phase plate (SPP) in the Fourier plane,
the filtered THz beam is received by the THz detector finally.

Assume that a target O(x1, y1) is illuminated by a collimated THz beam, where (x1,
y1) denotes the Cartesian coordinate of the target plane. After passing through the target,
the THz electric field located at the back surface of the target can be expressed as E1(x1, y1),
which can also be called the THz image of the target.

The lenses in the 4f imaging system play the role of Fourier transform, and the SPP
acts as a filter that changes the spatial distribution of THz beam at the Fourier plane. In the
Fourier plane, the THz electric field E2 (x2, y2) can be written as

E2(x2, y2) = F{E1(x1, y1)}H(ρ) (1)

where the symbol F{} represents the Fourier transform, and (x2, y2) denotes the Cartesian
coordinate of the Fourier plane. H(ρ) is the modulation function of the SPP, and it can be
expressed as

H(ρ) = circ
( ρ

R

)
ejθ (2)

where ρ is the polar radius in the Fourier plane, circ(ρ⁄R) is the circular function describing
an SPP with a radius of R, and θ is the azimuth in the Fourier plane.

The THz electric field can be obtained at the THz detector, which reads

E3(x3, y3) = F{E2(x2, y2)}= E1(x3, y3)
∣∣x3=−x1,y3=−y1 ∗ F{H(ρ)} (3)

where E1(x3, y3)|x3=−x1,y3=−y1
reverses the THz image E1 (x1, y1), and F{H(ρ)} represents

the point spread function (PSF) of the SPP, which can be expressed as [36]
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where k is the wave vector, f is the focal length of the lens, Jm() is m th-order Bessel function
of the first kind, and Hm() is m th-order Struve function. (x3, y3) denotes the Cartesian
coordinate of the THz detection plane, r is the polar radius, ϕ is the azimuth.

Equation (3) suggests that the final THz image E3(x3, y3) received by the THz detector
is the convolution of the THz image E1(x1, y1) and the PSF of the SPP. Since the PSF of
the SPP decays quickly with the radius r, the effective convolution is restricted to nearby
surrounding area of each image point. According to the convolution theorem, if the nearby
surrounding area of the image point is a uniform area, convolution with exp(jϕ) will
make the image point 0. Therefore, the uniform background can be filtered out after the
convolution. Instead, the edges between different intensities or phases will be highlighted,
and the intensity distribution is proportional to the intensity gradient of the original THz
image of the target. That is, the image contrast can be enhanced as the image background
is suppressed and the edges stand out through the convolution.
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3. Simulations

To validate the effectiveness of the proposed THz SSF imaging system, we first imaged
the simulated circular objects with different image contrasts, as shown in Figure 2. The
corresponding Fourier spectra were calculated by performing the Fourier transform, then,
these were multiplied by the modulation function of the SPP, and the inverse Fourier
transform of the product is the desired THz SSF imaging result. Two circles with the same
radius, same transmittance of 100% and different background transmittances (0 and 90%)
were simulated and are shown in Figure 2a,c, respectively. Define C = (Imax−Imin)/(Imax
+ Imin) as the image contrast, where Imax and Imin are the maximum and minimum of the
image. Thus, the image contrasts of the two simulated circular targets are 100 and 5.26%,
respectively. Figure 2b,d shows the THz SSF images of the two simulated circular targets.
It is clearly shown that the energy concentrates at the edges and the energy levels inside
the circles are suppressed. Both image contrasts of Figure 2b,d can be calculated as 100%.
To compare the simulation results quantitatively, we marked the intensity distributions at
same position in Figure 2 with the blue, green and red dashed lines. The corresponding
normalized intensity distributions are shown in Figure 2e. Notably, the normalized inten-
sity distributions for two circular objects are consistent, indicating that the resultant image
contrasts after THz SSF imaging are consistent for the same targets with different image
contrasts. Therefore, high-contrast targets can be used in experiments to verify the THz SSF
imaging system. Meanwhile, the peaks of the THz SSF edge-enhanced images are located
precisely on the edges of the circular objects, illustrating that the THz SSF imaging system
has potential advantages in terms of edge detection.
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In order to simulate different image contrasts, the transmittances of backgrounds in Fig-
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are calculated as 53.85 (Figure 3a), 25 (Figure 3c), and 5.26% (Figure 3e), respectively. Fig-
ure 3b,d,f shows the simulated THz SSF imaging results corresponding to Figure 3a,c,e, 
respectively. Notably, the simulated imaging results exhibit a significant contrast en-
hancement (increasing to 100%), and the edges can be extracted perfectly. 
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Figure 2. THz spiral spatial filtering imaging results of the simulated circular objects. (a,c) The circular
objects with different image contrasts of 100 and 5.26%. (b,d) The corresponding edge detection
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Next, as shown in Figure 3, the effectiveness of the proposed THz SSF imaging
system is further confirmed using the simulated letters object of “THz” with a trans-
mittance of 100%, various backgrounds, and more edges than the circular objects (see
Figure 3a,c,e). In order to simulate different image contrasts, the transmittances of back-
grounds in Figure 3a,c,e are set as 30, 60, and 90%, respectively. Thus, the corresponding
image contrasts are calculated as 53.85 (Figure 3a), 25 (Figure 3c), and 5.26% (Figure 3e),
respectively. Figure 3b,d,f shows the simulated THz SSF imaging results corresponding
to Figure 3a,c,e, respectively. Notably, the simulated imaging results exhibit a significant
contrast enhancement (increasing to 100%), and the edges can be extracted perfectly.
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designed by the Institute of Semiconductors, Chinese Academy of Sciences, emitting 0.3 
mW at 3.7 THz. A Golay cell with higher sensitivity and SNR was selected as the detector 
in the proposed THz SSF imaging system. The diameter of the entrance cone of the Golay 
cell was 11 mm, which is too large to act as a receiving aperture. A diaphragm was in-
stalled at the entrance cone of the Golay cell, which restricts the diameter of the receiving 
aperture of the Golay cell. In the experiments, the diaphragm was adjusted to the smallest 
aperture of 0.5 mm. The received THz signal was converted to the voltage signal in the 
Golay cell, and the voltage signal was digitized and recorded by a Stanford Research Sys-
tems Model SR830 DSP lock-in amplifier. To obtain THz images with a large imaging 
range, the Golay cell was mounted on a lifting platform, which was controlled by a scan-
ning controller. The lifting platform can move 100 mm both in the x direction and y direc-
tion. As the optimum modulation frequency of the Golay cell is 15 ± 5 Hz, we input the 
modulation current of 10 Hz to the THz-QCL. In the experimental setup, an SPP designed 
from HDPE at 3.7 THz was placed in the Fourier plane and the focal length of the two 
ploymethylpentene (TPX) lenses in the 4f imaging system was 100 mm. The transmitted 
THz beam from the THz-QCL was reshaped by a small hole with 2 mm diameter, and the 
irregular THz beam was converted to a quasi-elliptical Gaussian beam. Then, the THz 
Gaussian beam was collimated by a TPX lens with a 200 mm focal length. After passing 
through the tested objects, the target information was modulated on the THz Gaussian 
beam. Finally, the beam enters the 4f imaging system and is detected by the Golay cell. 
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4. Experimental Results

To realize THz spiral spatial filtering imaging, we adopted a compact THz-QCL as the
light source, and constructed a QCL-based setup with a 4f imaging scheme, as illustrated
in Figure 4. The tested objects were illuminated by the QCL prototype, which was designed
by the Institute of Semiconductors, Chinese Academy of Sciences, emitting 0.3 mW at
3.7 THz. A Golay cell with higher sensitivity and SNR was selected as the detector in the
proposed THz SSF imaging system. The diameter of the entrance cone of the Golay cell
was 11 mm, which is too large to act as a receiving aperture. A diaphragm was installed at
the entrance cone of the Golay cell, which restricts the diameter of the receiving aperture of
the Golay cell. In the experiments, the diaphragm was adjusted to the smallest aperture
of 0.5 mm. The received THz signal was converted to the voltage signal in the Golay cell,
and the voltage signal was digitized and recorded by a Stanford Research Systems Model
SR830 DSP lock-in amplifier. To obtain THz images with a large imaging range, the Golay
cell was mounted on a lifting platform, which was controlled by a scanning controller. The
lifting platform can move 100 mm both in the x direction and y direction. As the optimum
modulation frequency of the Golay cell is 15 ± 5 Hz, we input the modulation current
of 10 Hz to the THz-QCL. In the experimental setup, an SPP designed from HDPE at
3.7 THz was placed in the Fourier plane and the focal length of the two ploymethylpentene
(TPX) lenses in the 4f imaging system was 100 mm. The transmitted THz beam from
the THz-QCL was reshaped by a small hole with 2 mm diameter, and the irregular THz
beam was converted to a quasi-elliptical Gaussian beam. Then, the THz Gaussian beam
was collimated by a TPX lens with a 200 mm focal length. After passing through the tested
objects, the target information was modulated on the THz Gaussian beam. Finally, the
beam enters the 4f imaging system and is detected by the Golay cell.
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As typical high-contrast targets, the metal objects were selected to verify the THz SSF
imaging. The cardboard wrapped in copper foil was used to make the targets. The letters
“T”, “H” and “Z” were handmade using cardboard wrapped in copper foil. The letters
have been cut off and can completely penetrate the THz wave, and other areas completely
block the THz wave. The letters objects are shown in Figure 5a,d,g. In the experiments,
to compare with the THz SSF images, the THz bright-field (BF) images are acquired by
the THz SSF imaging system without the SPP. Figure 5b,e,h show the normalized THz BF
images of the letters objects, indicating that the energies are concentrated inside the letters,
and there are nearly no energies in other areas. The intensity distributions in the letters
are nonuniform, which is caused by the quasi-elliptic Gaussian distribution of the THz
beam. From the corresponding normalized THz SSF images shown in Figure 5c,f,i, the
edges of the letters objects have been extracted perfectly. Meanwhile, it is clearly that the
energies at the edges of ‘T’, ‘H’ and ‘Z’ are enhanced and the energies in the other region
are suppressed. There might be two reasons to cause the uneven intensity distributions on
the edges. First, the intensity distributions in the letters are not uniform. Second, there are
certain phase errors due to the slight surface errors of the THz SPP. Although the intensities
of the edges in experiments are not the same as the uniform edges in simulations, the
experimental results are in general consistent with that in simulations, which validates the
effectiveness of the SSF imaging in the THz frequency.
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Further, we studied the capability of enhancing the imaging contrast of the tested
object with low intensity and phase jumps of the THz SSF imaging system. As shown
in Figure 6a, there is a hardly visible scratch on the HDPE piece, which was used as the
testing object with low imaging contrast. The width of the scratch is about 0.6 mm, which
is close to the size of the receiving aperture of the Golay cell. Therefore, the edges of the
scratch were not extracted in the THz BF image (see Figure 6b). Notably, in comparison, it
the much darker background in the THz SSF image is highlighted, as shown in Figure 6c.
For a quantitative comparison, the intensity curves of the blue and red dashed lines at
x = 0 mm and x = −2.5 mm are plotted in Figure 6d,e, respectively. For the THz BF images,
the edge contrasts are calculated as only 45.59 (edge 1) and 45.52% (edge 2) for Figure 6d,
and 26.02 (edge 3) and 31.16% (edge 4) for Figure 6e, respectively. The edge contrasts can
be enhanced significantly after SSF imaging; they increase to 94.83 (edge 1) and 85.00%
(edge2) for Figure 6d, and 85.20 (edge 3) and 62.15% (edge 4) for Figure 6e, respectively.
Since the incident THz beam is a quasi-elliptic Gaussian beam, the beam is not zero after
passing through the THz SSF imaging system, resulting in the background in the THz SSF
image. Thus, the edge contrast is greatly enhanced after THz SSF imaging, but there are
still weak background effect in the THz SSF images, leading to the edge contrast not being
close to 100%, especially for edge 4 in Figure 6c.
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Considering that imaging contrast enhancement for natural targets is more mean-
ingful and challenging, we imaged a leaf using the proposed THz SSF imaging system
(see Figure 7a). As different parts of the leaf have different the THz transmittances, a
complex THz BF image was formed under the irradiation of the THz wave. From the THz
BF image of the leaf shown in Figure 7b, the main veins and major lateral veins of the
leaf are clearly visible. Meanwhile, some small lateral veins are blurred and some are
even submerged by noise. The main vein and lateral veins are black in the THz BF image,
indicating that these regions are nearly not transparent to the THz wave. For the regions
partly transparent to the THz wave, the maximum transmittance is less than 35% due to
the low SNR in the image. After THz SSF imaging, the resultant image is displayed in
Figure 7c. The background of the THz BF image is clearly suppressed. The edges of main
vein are acquired and most of the lateral veins are highlighted in the image. The edge
contrasts of the specific the lateral veins are enhanced for the red marked areas 1, 2, and 3
in Figure 7c, which are blurred in Figure 7b.
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5. Conclusions

In summary, we have proposed and implemented a THz SSF imaging system, which
could be an effective way to achieve high contrast imaging at the THz frequency. For this
purpose, we built a QCL-based 4f imaging system, and an SPP acting as a filter was placed
at the Fourier plane. Firstly, the principle of the imaging method was analyzed, and the
analytic expression of the high-contrast THz image was derived. Then, we imaged the
targets with different image contrasts in the simulations and experiments. The edges of
the targets can be extracted because of the enhanced imaging contrasts. This technique
can allow us to directly access the outline profiles of objects under low image contrast
conditions. As demonstrated, edge contrast enhancement was clearly observed in all the
imaging experiments. Considering that there are no mature imaging methods to improve
the contrast of the THz image at present, our technique could be a supplementary method
to THz imaging.
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